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On March 4, US Treasury Department officials told the AP that they were putting the final touches
on a $450 million emergency bridge loan for Venezuela. The loan is part of an international package
from other countries including West Germany and Japan. Commercial banks are expected to
contribute about $600 million, and the total bridge loan could reach nearly $2 billion. Unnamed
officials told the New York Times on March 3 that all these arrangements would end with
completion of longer-term lending agreements for $2 billion over three years from the commercial
banks and around $5 billion over three years from the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank. The Fund's staff has tentatively approved about $450 million of a total $1.1 billion Caracas
has requested for 1989, and about $4.5 billion over three years. The first installment of this year's
IMF financing cannot be disbursed until the Fund's board approves it, probably in about a month.
On March 3, President George Bush spoke with Venezuelan colleague Carlos Andres Perez by
telephone, informing him that the US had decided to provide Venezuela with a $450 million bridge
loan to help ease the country's financial crisis. Earlier in the day, White House spokesperson Marlin
Fitzwater said Bush did not discuss Perez's decision to suspend debt payments in the telephone
conversation. Fitzwater said Bush called on Perez to express "his concern for the recent difficulties
in Venezuela." The spokesperson did not mention the bridge loan. Two other US officials, speaking
on condition of anonymity, later told AFP that the bridge loan had been approved to help alleviate
the country's short-term financial burdens. Spain announced on March 3 it would send a $50 million
loan to help Venezuela recover from the rioting. On March 4, a committee of 13 commercial banks
in New York, headed by Chase Manhattan, completed talks with Venezuelan officials to add $600
million to the bridge loan. Disbursement from the US Treasury could begin immediately, while
loans from 50 to 60 participating banks would be extended in 10 days to two weeks. The Treasury
loan forms a bridge to the IMF loans. Because it will be repaid when Caracas receives longer-term
financing, it has no effect on the federal budget. The commercial bank arrangement is different
in that the $600 million is a prepayment on $1.6 billion that Caracas has requested for 1989. (Basic
data from AFP, 03/03/89; AP, 03/04/89; New York Times, 03/04/89, 03/05/89; OPEC News Agency,
03/06/89)
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